**Multipurpose Cleaner:**
This product is used in all cleaning applications, with special feature of diluting with high volume of water as it is high concentrated product.

**Pine Disinfectant:**
for all kinds of floors and toilets, with pine smell and powerful disinfectant solution.

**Floor Stripper:**
to be applied before polishing the floor to remove all wax and polish layers.

**Degreaser:**
Heavy duty and strong in removing grease and oil and hard spots from oily and greases floors.

**Carpet Shampoo:**
Active for carpets and removes dirt and spots Suitable for all kinds of carpets.

**Heavy Duty Concrete Cleaner:**
Concentrated cleaner that easily removes heavy dirt. And concrete films on floors under construction.

**Bleach Liquid:**
Give the clothes a whiter looking as well as new and used with heavy tains in toilets and kitchen.

**Toilet and active bowel Cleaner:**
Active bowel and toilet cleaner removes toilet & ceramic stains and can be used for normal daily toilets cleaning.

**Floor Polish liquid:**
strong and effective floor polish for all kind of Marble, Tile and normal floors to make high quality shining.
Glass Cleaner: special liquid for glass cleaning applications.

Acid Cleaner: heavy duty acid based chemical to solve and clean special applications required acid to be treated.

DE-ALL (750 ml, 1000 ml) – Stanitol (5L): Effective Product to clean and disinfect floors, toilets and kitchens in food industry applications, with strong protection from germs. Available in Pine, Lavender and floral fragrances.


Dish Wash Liquid: Very active against fats and hard dirt’s, Healthy and keep hands soft and smooth.

Car Shampoo: Specially manufactured to protect Cars Paint & Clean all type of stains, use for manual and automatic cleaning.

Tier Polish: Specially maid to give the tires shining and cleaning effect, with the aluminum or stainless steel rims as to reflect shining and cleaning results.

Abaya Shampoo: Super active product to clean and care about Abaya, specially the valuable models as the normal detergents may cause damage for it, while our super product clean and care.

We produce all kind of chemicals & cleaning detergents in (Industrial – commercial – household and environment and hygiene applications) Available packing ( 500 ml, 750 ml, 1000 ml, 5 L, 10 L, 20 L, 200 L )

Abu Dhabi Showroom +971-2-631 6666 +971-2-633 4438 55117
Musaffah Showroom +971-2-551 6955 +971-2-551 6550 55117
Dubai Showroom +971-4-273 4342 +971-4-273 6361 41941

www.uaeclean.com gcce@emirates.net.ae